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Semiconductor Lasers I: Fundamentals (Optics and Photonics) (Pt. 1)Academic Press, 1998
More than three decades have passed since lasing in semiconductors was first observed in several laboratories in 1962 (Hall et al., 1962; Holonyak, Jr. et al., 1962; Nathan et al., 1962; Quist et al., 1962). Although it was one of the first lasers to be demonstrated, the semiconductor laser had to await several important developments, both...
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Roof Construction and Loft ConversionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
"A thorough rundown of the various types of roof currently in use, with easy -to-read diagrams to make sense of it all … particularly useful if you have a tricky space to convert." (Build It, December 2008)    

    "easy to read and concise … an excellent book" (Building Engineer)...
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Medical Imaging: Essentials for PhysiciansJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	"An excellent primer on medical imaging for all members of the medical profession . . . including non-radiological specialists. It is technically solid and filled with diagrams and clinical images illustrating important points, but it is also easily readable . . . So many outstanding chapters . . . The book uses little mathematics...
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Light in the Darkness: Black Holes, the Universe, and UsHarper Perennial, 2022

	
		The International Bestseller

	
		On April 10, 2019, award-winning astrophysicist Heino Falcke presented the first image ever captured of a black hole at an international press conference—a turning point in astronomy that Science magazine called the scientific breakthrough of the year. That photo was...
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Adobe Photoshop for Underwater PhotographersAmherst Media, 2006

	In a matter of a few short years, the underwater digital camera went from a novelty item to the predominant method for taking underwater pictures. Never before has a technology advanced so rapidly. Thanks to digital, though, underwater  photography has evolved into a shootto-edit process. Rather than having to get each image just right...
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English Vocabulary in Use Upper-intermediate With answersCambridge University Press, 1994
English Vocabulary in Use is a vocabulary book for upper-intermediate and advanced learners of English, primarily designed as a self-study reference and practice book, but can also be used for classroom work. Firmly based on current learning theory, its emphasis is on the practical needs of the learner. It aims not only to present and explain words...
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Essential SourceSafeHentzenwerke Publishing, 2001
This training aid and reference manual assists casual users, software developers, and SourceSafe administrators in installing, configuring, and maintaining SourceSafe in a variety of development environments. A broad spectrum of topics are covered, from the basics of installation and maintenance, to more advanced features such as reporting, to...
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Wii Fitness For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Have fun while getting fit!


	Here's how to get the most from your Wii Fitness system


	It's a perfect fit — Wii gaming fun designed to improve your overall health and fitness! The advice of these two personal trainers makes it even better. You'll learn to use Wii Fit Plus, EA Sports Active:...
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Build Your Own Home Office Furniture (Popular Woodworking)Popular Woodworking, 2001

	Setting up a home office involves time, money and careful planning. For the creative woodworker, it can also mean the satisfaction of building each piece yourself. With designs ranging from weekend projects to a fully-realized computer desk, all of the plans in this book are fresh, functional and fun to build, including a stand-up desk...
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Auralization: Fundamentals of Acoustics, Modelling, Simulation, Algorithms and Acoustic Virtual Reality (RWTHedition)Springer, 2007
From the reviews:
"Particularly attractive about this book is its very complete coverage of auralization techniques, presenting applications not only in room acoustics but also in sound insulation and in other noise control engineering applications, as well as in real-time virtual reality. … The book serves as an excellent overview...
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Many-electron Electrochemical Processes: Reactions in Molten Salts, Room-Temperature Ionic Liquids and Ionic Solutions (Monographs in Electrochemistry)Springer, 2013

	Here, the authors provide a unified concept for understanding multi-electron processes in electrochemical systems such as molten salts, ionic liquids, or ionic solutions. A major advantage of this concept is its independence of assumptions like one-step many-electron transfers or ‘discrete’ discharge of complex species. Therefore...
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Innovations and Advanced Techniques in Computer and Information Sciences and EngineeringSpringer, 2007
Innovations and Advanced Techniques in Computer and Information Sciences and Engineering includes a set of rigorously reviewed world-class manuscripts addressing and detailing state-of-the-art research projects in the areas of Computer Science, Computer Engineering and Information Sciences.
Innovations and Advanced Techniques in...
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